
Market Corner
Stocks in Asia and US futures advanced Monday after China eased some virus curbs and Wall Street had its best week
since November 2020.

Japanese and Hong Kong equities led gains, while S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 contracts climbed in a sign the bounce may
have further to run. The S&P 500wiped out its May losses and snapped a string of seven weekly declines as institutional
investors rebalanced portfolios into the end of the month.

China’s yuan outperformed after the nation reported fewer Covid-19 cases in Beijing and Shanghai. That spurred the
government to ease some of the strict virus controls to stimulate sagging growth. Chinese stocks had more modest gains
as reopening plans sparked gains in selective sectors like consumer and travel.

The dollar slipped for a third day versus major peers as havens lost their appeal amid the improved mood. Oil traded
near $116 a barrel as the European Union failed to agree on a revised package of Russian sanctions.
Cash Treasuries won’t trade in Asia because of the US Memorial Day holiday.

Traders are pondering whether the bottom of the selloff is near as investors have been buying the dip after one of the
worst starts to the year for equities. However, a wall of worries remains from hawkish central banks underscoring fears
of a recession, escalating food inflation from the war in Ukraine and China’s lockdowns stunting economic activity.
Traders will be looking to the US payroll numbers later this week to gauge the Federal Reserve’s tightening path as it
strives to rein in inflation.
Meanwhile, the Fed is set to start shrinking its $8.9 trillion balance sheet starting Wednesday.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 33 212,96 1,76%

S&P 500 4 158,24    2,47%

Nasdaq 12 131,13 3,33%

Eurostoxx 50 3 808,86    1,83%

FTSE 100 7 585,46    0,27%

CAC 40 6 515,75    1,64%

DAX 14 462,19 1,62%

SMI 11 647,17 1,35%

Nikkei 27 373,95 2,21%

Hang Seng 21 072,08 1,81%

CSI 300 4 010,74    0,24%

VIX Index 25,72         -6,47%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 2,7378 0,00%

EUR 10Y 0,9630 -3,51%

Swiss 10Y 0,7400 2,49%

UK 10Y 1,92 -2,59%



Crypto Corner

Bitcoin was finally showing some signs of life Monday after being stuck below the key $30,000 level for four days, and
other cryptocurrencies were following suit.
The largest cryptocurrency climbed for a third day, breaking above $30,000. It jumped as much as 4.4% to $30,441.43.
While Bitcoin’s dominance has been increasing recently, some altcoins were outperforming, with Avalanche up 6.6% and
Cardano gaining 8.6%.
Bitcoin has been stymied in recent months as the Federal Reserve and other central banks have pivoted toward rate-
hiking cycles amid stubbornly high inflation. The collapse of the Terra ecosystem has also hurt sentiment in digital assets.
Concerns among market watchers increased into the weekend as the record-high correlation with the Nasdaq 100 --
illustrating its behavior like a risk asset -- tailed off as tech stocks rallied.
Bitcoin’s sideways churn over the last two weeks inside of a so-called “pennant” ended with prices breaking lower late
last week. Bears will continue to have the upper hand unless the token reclaims $30,200, according to the pattern -- and
any break below $28,000 could see $25,000 coming back in focus. A descending-triangle pattern indicates that anything
below about $25,400 could put the 2017 peak -- just below $20,000 -- into play.

Crypto Market Cap: $1.26T 24h Vol: $59,8B Dominance: BTC: 45,8% ETH: 18,1%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 30 768,08 5,51%

Ethereum 1 910,61    6,43%

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Gold turns positive in midday trade, supported by a weaker USD. As investors continue to digest data from Friday
showing that U.S. inflation cooled last month, Commerzbank analysts say the precious metal may be pressured in the
near term, amid signs of higher risk appetite among market participants. Spot gold is 0.3% higher at $1,859.05/oz.

Oil climbed as China eased anti-virus lockdowns and the EU worked on a plan to ban imports of Russian crude.
Brent crude topped $120 a barrel, then pared some gains, after the benchmark jumped more than 6% last week to post
the highest close in two months. The key hub of Shanghai allowed all manufacturers to resume operations from June,
while officials said Beijing’s coronavirus outbreak is under control.
While EU nations failed to agree on a deal Sunday on a revised sanctions package that would include a Russian crude ban
to punish Moscow for its war in Ukraine, talks will continue during the week. Hungary is so far refusing to back a
compromise despite proposals aimed at ensuring its oil supplies. An EU official said a deal is still possible in the coming
days as leaders meet.
Brent crude is on course for a sixth straight monthly climb that would be the longest such run in more than a decade. The
advance has been driven by the fallout from war in Europe, as well as increased demand as more economies return from
Covid-related restrictions. In the US, the summer driving season kicked off at the weekend with retail gasoline prices at a
record.
China’s dogged adherence to its Covid Zero policy at all costs -- epitomized by Shanghai’s lockdown that began in late
March and restrictions elsewhere -- have sapped energy demand, and an easing would help to support global
consumption. Administration officials have both warned of the economic damage stemming from the curbs, and pledged
support to offset the impact.
With a meeting due this week of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies on supply policy, leading
member Saudi Arabia is expected to boost its official July prices. Saudi Aramco may raise Arab Light for sales to Asia next
month by $1.50 a barrel, a Bloomberg survey showed.
The oil market is steeply backwardated, a bullish pattern marked by near-term prices trading at a premium to longer-
dated ones. Brent’s prompt spread -- the difference between its two nearest contracts -- was $3.67 a barrel on Monday,
up from $1.34 a barrel three weeks ago.
The surge in energy prices has contributed to a sharp pick-up in the pace of inflation, spurring central bankers to move
toward tighter monetary policy. Data this week will likely show record price gains in European economies.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 863,21 0,51%

Silver 22,27       0,73%

Platinium 962,91     0,50%

Palladium 2 078,65 0,54%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 115,98       0,79%

Brent Crude 120,06       0,53%

Nat Gas (HH) 8,83            1,16%

Nickel 28 247,00 3,98%

Copper 434,60       0,92%

Corn 777,25       1,60%

Wheat 1 157,50    1,25%

Soybean 1 732,25    0,33%

Coffee 229,45       1,26%

Cotton 139,42       -0,85%

Sugar 19,61         0,36%



FX Corner

EUR/USD is trading around 1.0750, as the buyers jostle with the 50-DMA hurdle amid broad US dollar weakness and an
upbeat mood ahead of the key data/events from the bloc. German HICP, EU Summit on Russia-Ukraine crisis awaited.

GBP/USD is trading below 1.2650, paring back gains despite the risk-on market mood. The US dollar remains on the back
foot alongside the yields amid easing hopes for aggressive Fed tightening later this year. Holiday-thinned light trading to
continue.

USD/JPY not only reverses the day-start rally that probed a two-day downtrend but also renews the intraday low heading
into Monday’s European session. That said, the yen pair seems to struggle with multiple mixed catalysts while recently
easing to 127.00.

AUD/USD is off the highest level in three weeks but remains well bid above 0.7150, as the US dollar keeps falling amid a
risk-on market profile. Traders cheer the Shanghai reopening optimism amid subsiding aggressive Fed tightening bets.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0761 0,24%

EURCHF 1,0293 -0,16%

EURGBP 0,8508 -0,12%

EURJPY 136,86 -0,30%

USDCHF 0,9566 0,02%

USDJPY 127,19 -0,06%

USDCAD 1,2696 0,22%

USDTRY 16,37 -0,89%

GBPUSD 1,2649 0,14%

AUDUSD 0,7188 0,36%

NZDUSD 0,6552 0,31%



Event Corner
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